1. The space. We operate in a normed linear vector space 58 whose elements will be designated by/, g, h, ■ • • . Addition of elements and multiplication by complex numbers (denoted by p, a-, t, ■ ■ • ) is permitted subject to the customary restrictions. The norm of/, ||/||, is a real-valued function which satisfies the conditions ||/||^0, ||/||=0 implies /=0, ||p/|| = |p|||/||, and ||/+g|| Ú11/11 +||g||-If we write distance (/, g) = \\f-g\\, the norm metrizes 58. If the sequence {/"} converges to / in this metric, we often write /"-»/ for ||/-/»||-*0. The space 58 is assumed to be complete in this metricf
An operation O is a function whose domain is the space 58 and whose range is a subset of a space of the same type 58i. O is said to be distributive if 0(pf+ag)=pOf+aOg.
If O is distributive and continuous at every point of 58, then O is said to be linear. It is known that if O is linear (and only then if O is distributive), there exists a constant A^O independent of / e 58, such that \\Of\\ úK\\f\\. The least such constant K is called the bound of 0. The operation O is said to be closed if /"-►/, Qfn-*g implies Of=g. A closed distributive operation is linear.
An operation whose range is contained in the initial space 58 is called an operator or transformation. Operators are denoted by A, B, P, Q, ■ ■ ■ . Two special operators and their defining equations are 0,1, with 0/=0, 7/=/. The bounds of A, P, ■ ■ • are written | A |, | P |, ■ • ■ .
An operation whose range is a set of complex numbers is called a functional. Functionals will be denoted by F, G, ■ • ■ . The totality of linear functional defined on 58 is a linear set. If we write ¡|P|| for the bound of F, the set of functionals is a complete space (58) of the same type as 58. The space (58) is said to be the space adjoint to 58. The space ((58)) may now be introduced in evident fashion.
If A is a linear operator, and F is a linear functional, both defined on 58, then F (A) is a linear functional. Indeed, F(A[f+g])=F(Af+Ag)=F(Af) +F(Ag). Also * For recent developments in the theory of the operational calculus in Hilbert space cf. J. von Neumann, Über Funktionen von Funktionaloperatoren, Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol. 32 (1931), pp. 191-226 ; M. H. Stone, Linear Transformations in Hilbert Space and their Applications to Analysis, American Mathematical Society Colloquium Publications, vol. IS, New York, 1932, chap. 6. t These spaces form the subject of Banach's treatise Théorie des Opérations Linéaires. We shall make free and constant use of results there discussed. That these results are for the most part valid in complex spaces has been pointed out recently by various authors. \FiAf)\í\\F\\.\\Af\\í\\F\\.\A\.\\f\\.
The correspondence P to P(.4) defined over (33) is linear; for it is distributive and we have just seen that it is bounded. This linear correspondence is written in the operator form, G = Ä~iF). It is easy to prove that \Ä\ =\A\, iA+B) = Ä+B, (A-B) = B-A. The operator A is called the adjoint of A.
Consider now the spaces S3, (33), ((53) ). If/e S3 is fixed and P e (33) is variable, $(P) = F(f) is an element of ( (23)). For $is distributive and |*(P)| = |P(/)| =11/11 'llallí nence $ is linear. From this it also follows that ||f>|| â||/||. Since a G t (S3) exists such that Gf=\\f\\, \\G\\ =1, we have | <ï>(G)| = \G(f)\ =||/|| = 11*11 'II^11 = ll*lh we must conclude that ||$||=|l/ll-The correspondence/ to 3> is a linear isometric map of S3 on a subset of ((S3)). A space is said to be reflexive if the range of this correspondence is ((S3)) in its entirety. If S3 is reflexive, we write, for short, ((S3)) =S3.
We assume that the space S3 is reflexive.
2. Manifolds. A set M of elements is said to be linear if, when f, g t M, f+g zM, pf tM, p a complex number. If M is linear and closed, it is called a closed linear manifold, or for short, a manifold. Manifolds will be designated by the letters 90?, 9?, ■ • • . Let {90?»} be any set of closed linear manifolds. Then there exists a smallest manifold 90? containing each 90?«; we denote this by writing 90? =12a 90?« (or, in case the index a ranges over two elements only, SW = SJii -f-3ZÎ2) • The largest manifold 9? contained in each 5DÎ« is precisely the set intersection of the 3JÏ", 9?=IX»90?a (or, as above, 9Î = 90?i ■ M2).
The elements /1 S3, Ft (S3), are said to be orthogonal to each other if F(J) = 0. If 90? c 33 is any manifold, the set of all elements F t (S3) orthogonal to each element of 90? is a closed linear manifold (9?). Such a manifold (9?) is called the orthogonal complement of 90? and is denoted by 90?-1-. If each element of 90? is orthogonal to each element of (91), we write 90?-L(9i). If (90?) is any manifold in (S3), by the orthogonal complement 9? of (3D?), we mean the totality of elements in 33 orthogonal to (50?). We note that for 9? c S3, 9?iX = 9?; here S?-11 means SR1 where 9? = 9?i. For clearly 9Î1-1 o 9?. Let us assume that / e 9?ia-, ft 9?. Then there exists an P e (S3) such that P/=l, P-L9Î. Thus Ft 9?1; hence P/=0. We conclude that 9?iJ-= 9?. If (9?) c (S3), then clearly (9Î)-1"1-3 (9?). To establish the equality of these manifolds, we rely on the reflexive character of the space. Assume P t Ç$t)xi, F t (9Î). Then there exists an /eS3 such that /-L(9?), F(f)=l; but this means that ft (9?)-1 and Ff=0*1. Thus (9?)J-1 = (9?).
We terminate this section with a definition and theorem centering about the operation +. Let 90? and 9? be two closed linear manifolds which have the property that there exists a constant k >0 such that for every/ e 90? and g c 9?, ||/+g||^¿||/||.
Then there exists a constant k'>0 such that ||/+g||è*1UII-In fact, the inequality ||/+g||e||g|| -1|/|| together with the assumed inequality yields (l+£)||/+g|| ^k\\g\\ which is what we desire with k' equal to k/(l+k).
The symmetry in the roles of 5D? and 9c allows us to frame the following definition: Definition 1. Two closed linear manifolds SFJc and 9c will be said to be disjoint if there exists a constant k>0 such that for every f e 9JÏ and for every g c 9Î,
Il/+Sll = ¿11/11 • Theorem 2.1. Two closed linear manifolds 9JÏ and 9t are disjoint if and only if they satisfy the following conditions:
(1) The manifolds have only the element zero in common. (2) The set of all elements of the form f+g, f t 97Î, g t 9c, is a closed linear manifold.
We assume 9DÎ and 9Ï disjoint. Let/ e 9JÎ • 9c-Then -/ c 9Î, and by the foregoing definition 0 = ||/-/||e¿||/|| with k>0. Hence ||/|| =0,/ = 0. This establishes (1). In proving (2), we note that the set of elements of the form/+g is linear. Suppose hn=fn+gn, (« = 1, 2, • • • ), and that »"->A. We have ||»n-Am||^¿||/»-/»||; since ||ä" -ä"||-»0, ||/»-/»||->0. The sequence {/"} is convergent to an element / which is in 97c since Sfl is closed. This implies gn-*g e 9c. Thus h =f+g and (2) is established.
We now assume conditions (1) and (2) . The manifold of all elements of the form/+g is a complete linear space ( § of the same type as 58. (1) implies directly that all elements in Qj can be expressed in the form f+g in only one way. The operator A which carries f+g into /, A (f+g) =/, is distributive. Theorem 2.2.f Let P be any projection in 58; let 9Jc be the set of elements f for which Pf=f; let 9c be the set of elements g for which Pg = 0. Then 9JÎ and 9c are disjoint closed linear manifolds and 9Jc+9c = 58. Conversely, if 9DÎ and 9Î are disjoint closed linear manifolds for which 9Jc+9c = 58, there exists a unique projection P which satisfies the equations Pf =/, /e9JÎ;Pg = 0,ge9c.
Let P be a projection. We note that if/, g t 90?, pf,f+g t 90?. Furthermore, since P is continuous, 90? is closed; thus 90? is a manifold. Similarly, 9? is a manifold. If/eS3, then/=P/+(/-P/). SinceP2 = P,P/e 90?,/-P/c9?. Thus 90?+9? = S3. Since ||P/||^|P| -||/|| = |^l -WPf+tf-PfiW, ®l and 9? are disjoint.
We turn to the converse. Let 90? and 9? be disjoint, 90?+9? = S3. Let h t S3, h =f+g,ft 90?, g t 9?. Then the operator P for which Pk =/ is distributive. As in Theorem 2.1, P is closed, hence linear. Furthermore, P2h = P(Ph) =Pf=f = Ph. Thus P has the properties required by the theorem. Any linear operator which is identical with P on 90? and on 9? is identical with P in S3 since 9J?+9? = S3.
The manifolds 90? and 9? described above are said to be associated to the projection P. We shall sometimes denote the manifolds associated to Pi and Pi, ■ ■ ■ by 90?p" 9?i>" • • • , also by 90?i, 9?i, • • ■ . Theorem 2.3. If P is a projection in S3, then P is a projection in (S3). If 90?, 9? and (90?), (9?) are the manifolds associated to P and P, respectively, then (90?)=9?ia«d (9?)=90?1.
The relation P2 = P implies iPP)=P2 = P; thus P is a projection. P is defined by the equations PiF)=G where Gf=FiPf). Let G t ( Direct computation yields (P1P2)2 = P1P2, Q2 = Q, and if Pi > P2, (Pi -P2)2 = Pi-P2. Clearly, 9JcpiP¡! => SDÎp,-9Jcp2. Now let PiP2f=f. Then /=PiP2/ = P1PJf=P2P1P2f=P2f; thus/c9Jc2. Similarly / e 9Jci. Therefore SDxp^, = 9Jcpr9Jcp2.
Next, gíp^sícp,, 9cp,p2d9cp2; hence ^^0^,+ ^. Let PiP2/=0, /=g+A, g e 9JÎ2, Â e 9Î2. Then P1P2/=P1g = 0, g e 9Îi, and/ = g+» e 9ci+9c2.
Hence 9cp1p2 = 9cp1+9Îp2.
As for Q, let / e 9Jcpi; g t 9Jcp2, then Q(f+g)=f+Pig+P2f+g-PiP2f -PlP2g=f+g since Pig+P2f=PiP2g+PiP2f. Hence 9Jc0 = 9JcPi+9Jcp2. If Ç/=/, write /=g+A, g e 9Jci, ä e 9Îi, Qf=g+P2g+P2h-P2Pi(g+h)=g+P2g +P2h-P2g = g+h; P2h = k, h t 9Jc2, and/ e 9Jci+9Jc2. Next, note that 9c0 = 9cPl • 9cp2. If / e 9cq, then Qf=(Pi+P2-PiP2)f=0, P,f= (p1_/)p2/=p12/= (P1-7)P1P2/=0, and / e 9ci; likewise / e 9c2. Hence 9c0 = 9cp1-9Íív
WeconsiderP. Clearly, 9Jc* 3 9^-9^.
If (Pi-P2)f=f, P2f=P2(Pi-P2)f = 0, / e 9cp2, and hence/ e Wp^ Note that P = 0 on 9JÎp2 and on 9cp,. And if P/=0, then Pif=P2f,f=Psf+(f-P2f)=P2f+(f-Pif); and since P2f t 9Jcp2, /-Pi/ e 91p,, we must have 9cb = 9Jcp2+9cp1.
III. Infinite systems of projections
In the beginning of this chapter, monotone sequences of projections are treated. We determine conditions under which a limit operator exists. Subsequently, the notion of least upper bound and greatest lower bound of sets of permutable projections is examined.
We Similar conclusions may be drawn for sequences {P"} in which the hypothesis (1) We define P to be the projection whose associated manifolds are 9Jcp=Xa*9Jî«, 9cp=ni9ca.
Since these manifolds are disjoint and since 9Jcp+9cp = 58 (by the previous theorem), P is uniquely defined (Theorem 2.3).
(2) That \P\ ^K is apparent from the proof of the first statement in Theorem 3.1. A set U of permutable projections is called a lattice^ of projections if, when P, Pi, P2 z 0, then I-P, PiP2 e Í2. The lattice is said to be K-bounded if \P\ ¿A for every P e ß.
If Pi, P2 e Q, then Pi+P2=I -(I -PX)(I -P2) z 0. Any set 9JÎ of permutable projections may be embedded in a lattice of projections. Indeed, let $(£i> ¿2, • • ■ , £») represent any polynomial with integral coefficients such that 'iß (Pi, P2, ■ ■ ■ , P.) is a projection, for any set of 5 mutually permutable projections Pi, P2, ■ • • , P,.% The set of all projections thus obtained contains 9JÎ and is a lattice of projections. Theorem 3.3. Let Q be any K-bounded lattice of projections, and let {Pa} be any subset of £7 Then the manifolds 9Jc =£<*90iCa and 9Î =na9c" are disjoint and 9Jc+9c = 5B. Similarly, the manifolds SW'=IIaüRa and 9c'=£«*9ca are disjoint and 9Jc'+9c' = 58. Let P be the projection associated to 9Jc and 9Î; let P' be the projection associated to 9Jc' and 9c'. Then \P\ ^K, \P'\ ^ A, P >Pa, and Q>Pa implies Q>P. Also, Pa>P', and Pa>Q implies P'>Q. The projections P and P' are permutable with any linear operator permutable with P". Let/ zJZ*Wa, g zYLaWa-Then there exist elements /" and manifolds 9Jcr, associated to the projections Pr zu, (n,r = l,2, ■ • ■ ), such that/n e£r=i9Jcr, f In fact, a lattice of projections constitutes a Boolean algebra. X In making the substitutions, write / for Pf. /"->/. Let Q be the projection which is the limit of the monotone sequence {Qs=12r*.xBr} (Theorem 3.2 since QA=AQ, APf=AQxf=AQf=QAf=Q2Af=PAf.
The projections P and P' of this theorem will be denoted by the symbols 12*Pa and n"P«, respectively. In this chapter, we define the notion of a resolution of the identity in 58. A theory of projection measure generated by this resolution of the identity is developed. With certain sets of real numbers we associate projections. Products and sums of sets correspond to products and »-sums of the associated projections, f A set of real numbers a<\^b will be designated by 8. Let {bn} be a sequence of such sets; we designate ^Z'ba by A. The set A is said to be a covering of a set M if A s M. (1) and (2) imply the existence of two real numbers r, R such that E(\) =0 forX^r, £(X)=7forX = P.
We shall prove that if A=^Z"8a, S,= {a¿<X^o,} is any covering of the set of all real numbers X, and if E(8i) means jE(o<) -£(a¿), then^Z"*E(8a) = I. Let us write here, as often later, E(A) for £"*A(5a).
Then E(A") =T,ï*E(8a) ->E(A). In the first place, for fixed/ e 58, F z (58), the function F(E(k)f) is of 
Thus P(/)-P£(An)/-»0 with 1/». Since P(An)/ converges weakly to / and strongly to P(A)/, we have P(A)/=/, and our proof is complete. We prove the following theorem : Theorem 4.1. .4»y resolution of the identity may be embedded in a Kbounded lattice of projections.
Let Si, ■ • • , 5" be nonoverlapping intervals. Then Xi*-E(M is a projection, and its bound does not exceed K (Definition 4, (3) ). The totality fi of projections formed in this manner is a P-bounded lattice. The members of fi are permutable. If P, Px, P21 Í2, then /-P, PiP2 e ß, since the complement in the set r<X^P of 22"ôa is a set of the same type and since the product of two such sets yields a third.
Let M be any set of real numbers; let {Aa} be the set of all coverings of M. From this point forward, and for obvious reasons, we shall denote the projection measure of a projection measurable set M by E(M). Thus the new symbol E(M) is identical with the old whenever both are significant. We note that Borel sets are projection measurable. We shall use the terms "of zero measure," "almost everywhere," and so on, without introducing them formally.
V. The operational calculus
In this chapter we establish the existence of an extensive homomorphism between a substantial class of real functions and a class of operators. As our principal theorem indicates, the correspondence is more than a ring homomorphism.
To a resolution of the identity -E(X), we associate an operator A in the following manner: Let 81, ■ ■■ , 8" he nonoverlapping intervals covering the fundamental interval r<K^R (where £(»-)=0, E(R)=I).
Let X¿ e 5<, (» = 1, • • • , n), and form the operator ^Z"KaE(8a). Consider, as in the classic case, a sequence of such divisions of the fundamental interval in which the maximum length of any interval converges to zero. The sequence of operators which corresponds to the sequence of subdivisions converges by virtue of Definition 4, (3) to a linear operator A whose bound does not exceed A-max (\r\, \R\). Because of its suggestive value, we may, if we wish, write A =/Xo\E(X).
We now apply our theory of measure to real functions <p(K) of the real variable X. The function p(K) is said to be A(X)-measurable if the sets Mß = {<t>(K)^p} are projection measurable. We consider exclusively functions p(K) which are measurable and bounded almost everywhere. If pi(K) and p2(K) are two such functions, so are pi(K) +0*(X), Pi(K) p2(K). Any Baire function is A(X)-measurable. The limit of a converging sequence of £(X)-measurable functions is A(X)-measurable. Thus ||(&aoa)/||á«í+P||/||=2(2'-1-l)P6. This proves (3) since » is fixed at the outset.
As P(A) yields an operator A, A =/Ad£(X), so does D(p) generate an operator which we designate by cpiA), <p(A) =fpdDip). We have thus established a correspondence between £(A)-measurable functions </>(A) and operators <t>(A). We write this correspondence in the form #(A)~<£(.4). In particular, we have A~.<4. In what follows, the statements </>(X) =\pi\), <p(k)<\j/ÇK), <í>n(A)-*/>(X), • ■ • will imply equality, inequality, convergence, and so on, respectively, almost everywhere. Theorem 5.2. Let £(A) be a resolution of the identity, and let A =/Ad£(A).
Let <f>iX), ^(A), tpn(\)'be any bounded EiX)-measurable functions. The corre-
